INDIVIDUAL ROUTES AND TIMETABLES – Greenway Public Transportation

The individual routes and timetables are displayed above. Each individual route is also located on the system map and is segmented into routes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

**Bus Stop** – Designated stops where passengers board and exit the fixed route bus.

**Commuter Routes (7 & 8)** – The individual map and timetables are located on the system map. These routes begin at 5:45 a.m.

**Directional Arrows** – The direction of each route is shown by the arrows embedded within the route line.

**Shaded Areas** – The bus follows the shaded and un-shaded areas in the timetables Monday through Friday. Saturday service follows the shaded area times only.

**Time Table** – Each bus follows the time points within the timetable. Passengers should be at the bus stop a few minutes before the time stated on the timetable.

Greenway Public Transportation Title VI Policy

It is the policy of Greenway Public Transportation to provide equal opportunity and access to all persons. It is also the policy of Greenway Public Transportation that no person shall be denied service under any program or activity as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987. Please call the Civil Rights Coordinator at (828) 465-7631 if you believe that your rights under this law have been violated.

Greenway Public Transportation is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

Greenway Public Transportation

_828-464-9444_
Riding the Bus

1. Boarding the bus:
   a. Use the circular route maps and the timetables to determine the fixed time that the bus will arrive at the stop. Board the bus and exit the bus at any place along the route that is marked with a bus stop. Notice the bus stop at a few minutes before the scheduled time. When you see the bus approaching stand at the bus stop sign so the driver knows that you want to catch the bus. Enter the bus through the front door. When entering the bus you may pay the fare by ticket or exact change. If you are entitled to reduced fare show the proper identification before entering the bus.

2. Transferring to a different bus:
   a. Some trips require you to transfer from one bus to another. In such cases, you will need to transfer from one bus to another. If you will need to transfer, find the information to the right of the route.

3. On the bus:
   a. As you move to your seat please hold on to the handrail for safety. If you are carrying packages, young children, or other large items, please keep them out of the aisle so that others can move freely.

4. Exiting the bus:
   a. Audible and visual stop announcements are available to assist passengers.
   b. As the bus approaches your destination let the driver know you want to get off by pulling the yellow cord above the window. If you are one of the wheelchair passengers you should pull either yellow cord or push the plastic strip up to indicate to the driver that you are getting off.

5. Lost and Found:
   a. All items left on the buses are collected at the Greenway Transit Center located at 285 2nd Avenue SW, Hickory, NC. All buses servicing the fixed routes are equipped with bicycle racks. Sit back, relax, and let Greenway do the driving.

6. Multi-Ride Passes:
   a. **One-day Pass** ..................................... $3.00*  
   b. **7 day pass** ........................................ $15.00*  
   c. **30 Day Pass** ........................................ $46.00*  
   d. **Monthly Bus Pass** .................................. $140.00*  

7. Adult: $1.25  
   a. Elderly & Disabled: $0.60  
   b. Unaccompanied children: $0.60  
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